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AN ANTISLYTICALMETHOD OF ESTIMATING TURBINE PERFORMANCE

By FRED D. KOCHEKDORFEE and J. CARY NETTLES

SUMMARY

.4 methodis deceloped by which the performance of a turfine
orera range oj operatingconditionscan be analytically ekimated
-fromthebladeangle~and$ow area8. In orderto usethe method,
certain coefieienh thatdeterminethe weight$w and theji-iction
10WMmust be approm”mated.

The methodis used to calculatethe performance of the s-ing[e-
stage turbine gf a commercialaircraft ga+turbins engine and the
calculatedperformance is compared with the performance indi-
cated by ezpert”mentaldata. For the turbine of the typkal
example, the assumedprewure los~esand the turning angles gire
a calculatedperformance that represents the trends oj the expem”-
mentalperformancewith reawnab[e accuracy. The exact agree-
ment between analytical performance and experimental per-
formance is contingent upon the proper selection of a blading-
108sparameter.

INTRODUCTION

The analytical determina tion of the performance of a gm-
turbine engine under various operating conditions or the pr+
diction of engine performance at other-thandesign condi-
tions requires a knowledge of the complete performance of
each of the engine components, especially of the compressor
and the turbine (refwencea 1 and !2). KnowIedge of the
component performance characteristics that can be obtained
hwm jet-propulsion-engine investigations is nece=tiy
limited and does not, in general, provide a solution to the
probIem of component matching. A performance test of a
compressor or a turbine as a single unit provides aII the neces-
sary information, but such testing of high-speed high-capacity
units requires costly audiary equipment. b anaIysis that
can be used either with or without engine data to estimate
compressor and turbine performance would be vahabIe. .b
analytical method for estimating turbine performance from
the blade angles and flow areas was therefore developed at
the NACA Lewis Laboratory in 1947 and k destibed herein.

The most important. prerequisite for anaIysis of turbine
performance is a knowledge of the flow angles and the pres-
sure losses of the turbine blades and of the variations of these
quantities with changes in angge of incidence and in entrance
Mach number. References 3 to 5 present turning angles and
losses of typical turbine blad=, but their resuhs cannot be
generalized to the extent required to obtain the performance
of a given bIade profile. For the turbine analysis, the turn-
ing angles, the pressure losses, and their variations with en-
trance and exit conditions are assumed, the assumptions

W47i.*51-14

being consistent with the information in references 3 to 5.
The performance of a turbine of a commercial aircraft. gas-
turbine engine is determined by the analytical method and
the results are compared with experimenta~ data.

SYMBOLS

The following symbok and abbreviations are used in this
analysis:

area perpendicular to veIocity, (sq ft)
bIading-Ioss functions
discharge coefhimt
pitch-line diameter of turbine, (ft)
acceleration due to gratity, 32.2 (f@ec9
horsepower
angle of incidence (tmgIe between direotion of approach-

ing fluid and tangent to camber line), (deg)
blading-Ioss parameter
total pressure, (Ib/sq ft)
static pressure (lb/sq ft)
gas constant, ;3.3 (ft-lb/~F) (lb))

i.det veIocity ratio,
[

W 4G 1(v&,/~@Jsina,,,
[ u/&.

outlet ve~ocit y rat io,
1(v~,rlm.) s~ ~f

total temperature, (“R)
static temperature, (“R)
rotor-pitch-line velocity, (ft/see)
fluid ~elocity, (ft/see]
weight flow, (lb/see)

jetdeflect ion parameters
stator-bIade exit a-ngIe at- pitch line measured from .

axkd pIane, (deg)
angIe between ffuid velocity relative to rotor and axial

plane at inlet to rotor, (deg)
angle between fluid absckte velocity and a-sial plane at

esit from stator, (deg)
rotor-blade entrance angle at pitch Iine measured from

axial plane, (deg)
ratio of specitlc heats
ratio of absolute total pressure to static prassure of

NACA standard atmosphere at sea level
ratio of abscdute totaI temperature to static tempera-

ture of ATACA standard atmosphere at sea Ievel
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E angle between fluid abschte velocity and axial phme
at exit from turbine, (deg)

%li adiabatic efficiency
P angle of jet deflection, (deg)

P mass density, (slugs/cu ft)
u rot.or-blade exit angle at pitch line measured from axial

plane, (ckg)
Uf angle between fluid velocity relativ~ to rotor and asial

plane at exit from rotor, (deg)
Subscripts:
a before cascade
b at entrance to cascade
c after cascade
r with respect to rotor
s with respect to stator
o ambient (NACA standard atmosphere at sea level)
1 stator inlet at pitch line
~ stator throat at pitch line
3 stator outlet at pitch line
4 rotor inlet at pitch line
5 rotor throat at pitch line
6 rotor outlet at pitch line

ANALYSIS

STATEMENT OF PEOBLEM

The quantities that can be employed to define the turbine
performance and the independent or operating variabks are
as follows:

Dependent uariabke Independent variables

Total-pressure ratio, PJPfl Inlet total prcesure, P,
Total-temperature ratio, Inlet total temperature, Z’1

TJT8 Rotor-pitch-line velocity, U
Weight flow, W Outlet static pressure, Y8
Horsepower, hp
Adiabatic efficiency, q=~

By dimensional analyses or by a method similar to that
used in the analysis which follows, the four independent
wriabks can be reduced to two independent parameters.
The dependent and independent parameters would then be
as follows:

Dependent paramet.m Independent parameter

Total-pressure ratio, PI,JP6,, Turbine pressure ratio, PJp8
(based on axial leaving
velocity)

Total-temperature ratio, Rotor-pitch-line velocitv,
(Tl,a– T8,;)/Tl,,

.. .
Wz

Weight flow, ( 11’~1~) /61,,

Horsepower, hp/(~3,,,)
Adiabatic efficiency, q=t

The object of this analysis is to determine the value of
euch of the dependent pam_metem for given vaIues of the
two independent parameters.

OUTLINE OF METHOD

In the analysis, the turbine pressure ratio Pl,~/p6cannot be
used directly because it is a produch of the interdependent
pressure ratios p~,~lpa,a, p8,a/RI lh/p4,~, p@’a,Tt and l’6,r/p6,

which cannot be determined for a given value of PI ./pn. If
instead, values are chosen for P$,JR and U/~, and if
the pressure losses and tho turning angIes are known or

assumed, a step-by-step process can be employed in which
the successive pressures, temporaturcs, find velocities can bc
calculated from the principk of fluid mwhrmics. After
the pressures, the temperatures, and the wiocities aL tho
turbine outlet have beeu obtuinedl tho pmformtinco param-
eters and aIso Pi,,/~ can be computed; tho prrfornmnm
parametws can then be plotted ns functions of P1,JP6 ~nd-- . ,—

ASSUMPTIONS

Bkding losses. —The loss in total pre.ssnro thtiL occurs
during passage of fluid through u wwcwlo of bklm may, for
convenience of analysis, bc separated into Lwo 10SSW: tho
entry 10S caused by other-tlmn-zero entnmco angle, and the
friction loss Lhat WUhS frOITIh M!tutil passngo through the
cascade.

The enLry 10SScm be approximated
the entering velocity into compmwnts

I

(fig. 1] by resolving
norud and parallel

-\

\
Fmcwe l.-Blading-Iosa Wwam,

to the blade-entrance direction and by thrn assuming that
the normal component is lost; that. is, V~=V= cos z’. This
approximation givm entry losses that fire indeprmlcnl of lhc
sign of the angle of incidmm. ActuaUy, I1W1OSS.CSfur positive
angles are greater than the 10SSCSfor corresponding nogn live
angles, but for blacling having a solidity gretikr [lmll 1,5
the error is probably not too large. For bladcs having solM-
it.ies less than 1.0, however, a bettor appmximfl t ion mighl
be obtained by assuming tho normnl compmwut k k lost
for positive angles of incidcnw find no cnt ry losses to occur
for negative angles.

The friction 10SScan be approximated by

where, for a particular ca+smdc, K k considered to lx u cou-
stant that accounts for R1lthe 10ss in total pressure occur-
ring across the cascade when the fluid cnkrs at zero en-

trance angle. The quantity ~ pVf is the average dynnmic

head of the fluid in the cascade. This cxprcesion for loss
(a.ppenclix A) can be rewriLten as follows:
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For the stator,

For the rotor,

pa.,= P4., ~

(1)

(2)

where

and

b=l+K@j[l-&j+]
. .

A p~ot of a and b as functions of p/P for wu-ious -raIues of
K’ when 7 equak 1.34 is given in figure 2.
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Other Iosses such as bIade-tip and separation losses should
be smaII for vreLIdesigned t&binea ~perating reasonably
cIose to design conditions and therefore vdl be negIected
in this ant-d–m-is.

Tnrning angles. —The angle through -whkh a fluid is
turned on passing though a given cascade depends on the

angle of incidence, the blade exit angle, and the entrance
Mach number. For bIading having a solidity of 1.5 or
greater, the turning angIe so varies tith the angIe of inci-
dence that the fluid exit angle remains approximately equaI
to the blade exit angIe. The effect of entrance Mach num-
ber on the exit angIe is small UnIess sonic velocity exists at
the blade throat. In this case, the jet of fluid passes the
trailing edge of the bIade at a sonic or supersonic ~eIocity
and, if the pressure. in the region beyond the cascade is not
equal to the pressure at the blade throat, the jet will deflect.
The angIe of deflection is assumed to depend on the pr-ure
rat io in accordance with the Prandtl-31eyer theory. (See,
for example, reference 6.) Although a deflection may
act ual.ly occur at both the upper and lower t.rding edges and
the flow configuration may be quite compIex, for simplicity
the mean deflection given by the PrandtI-Meyer theory is
assumed. The angle of jet- deflection as a function of the

ratio of static to tohd pressure in the region beyond the
_ edge of the blade for sonic throat velocity is calcu-
lated from the relations in appendix B and is plotted in
figure 3. The angIe at which the fluid Ieaves the blade is
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Made exit fm ~ed Pr9ndtl-Mep?r tldw. T, 1.S4.

therefore assumed equaI to the Merence between the geo-
metrical angIe fit the pitch Iine of the traihng edge of the
blade and the angle of jet deflection gken by the Prandtl-
Meyer theory.

BASIC EQIJA’ITOSS

The basic equations can be deri-red from the definition of
total pressure

‘=’P+(Z#nA
(3)

the definition of total temperature
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(4)

and the equation of ~tnte

p=NRt (5)

Equations (3) and (4) can beremittenas

and

(6)

(7)

The weight flow at any point is W= CgPAV and from
equations (5) to (7)

Also from equation (6)

so that

(8)

(9)

TURBINE ANALYSIS

The analysis is made for a single-stage psrtiaI-reaction tur-
bine having one set of stator blades and one set of rotor
blades, each of the blade sets forming a series of con-rer~ent
llomlss. A schematic diagram of &e turbine
figure 4 and the velocity diagram in figure 5.

/
I
I

1

FIGURE 4.-Sohamatfo diagram of turbbm

The quantities obtained from the geometry of the tm.rbine
are:

Area of stator throat, As
Area of rotor throat, A~

FIGURE6.–Torb!nwdoclty dhgram.

Pitch-Iine diameter of Lurbino, D
Stator-b]ade exit angle, a

Rotor-blade entranco angle, ~
l%otor-blade exit angle, a

The quantities that must in general be assumed arc:

Discharge coefficient, C
B1ading-loss parameter, K
Ratio of specific heats, ~

Stator,—When a value for ~/P8,sis assumed, then b~cnn bo
obtained from figure 2 and hence pJP1r, cm be calculated
from equation (l),

The weight of gas flowing through the staLor, from
equation (9), is

4
Pa,, ~., ,~r= && -*R ~, s (lo)

I where

X-=[(fw%rl’
In ligtie 6, X is shown as a function of p/P for two

,()

2 ~+1
vahs of 7. If $,< — , th stator is cllokcd and-f+ I

()

2 +1
e.= yq . Inasmuch as Pl,t=Pa,,ba nnd Tl,,= Tl,,,

the weight-flow parameter from equation (10) becomes

-=~o@J(#JA-(#;jA]’ww~~,
h fibs (Y–1)

)
Z&

If*>(7m ‘ then P8,,=PB,8 and ps=pa. Then

Pl,,=Pz:,ba=P8,,b8 and TI,,= T9,8=Ta,,; the weight-flow p~-
rameter then is

13’~a_CAzP0
4

’79 &
81,8 \E6: (y–l)R

The velocity leaving the stator, from equation
by

%=WZ![+kj+]’

(12)

(8), is given

(13)
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If the pressure ratio across the stator is supercriticaI, the deflection of the jet v, as it Ieaves the stator can be obtained
from figure 3 for p3/Ps,8. The angle at which the jet leaws the stator is then CIr,,=a-Pa.

Rotor.—With an assumed due for Z7/~,

From the velocity diagram of figure 5

V,,;= (178,,sin q,,- U]’+ (V,4 cos q,,)’= (V& sin dz [cot’ q.,+ O –~f)ll
and

According to the assumption on entry losses,
T’k,=V~, cos (af,r–P)

With equation (15) and the expanded form of cm (ccr,,-13), the preceding equation becomes

Also

( 1 )+COSaf,r= ,I+tans af,r

so that finaIiy by use of equation (16)

V4 , T’a,
==%, cos a~,, [cos ~+ (1 —7’J tan afi, sin #] (17)
Jelr, ,

In order to find the total temperature with respect to the
rotor, use of equation (4) give9

and

Therefore

and with equations (15) and (14)

(18)

Use of equations (3) and (7) to fid the total pressure at
the entrance to the rotor with respect. to the rotor gives

[

(7–1) V,,r ~iP4,,=P4 1+ 27gRt4
7

and

G= T4,,—(7–1) T74.?
?7gR

Then, because Z’.,- 2%,,and because it is assumed that P.=P8,
the pressure ratio at the rotor inlet is

%=ww%kifi ‘1’)

(14)

The weight-flow parameter at the rotor throat can be writ-
ten as

where, from equation (9),

Therefore, because TS,F T&,,,

The onIy unknown quantity in the right-hand side of equa-
tion (2o) is the pressure-loss term P#&, but h order to
determine this term from the loss equation

b~must. be known. The quantity b~is a function of pJP&,
and hence of .&. A triaI-and-error procs must therefore
be used.

A value of pJPq, such that

,()-J??,>&.> -& ‘:’
can be chosen as a fit appro.xhnation. Then bs, P.,,/P&,)
A& and finally ~JP&, can be obtained. From this second
approximation, a second -m.Iue of b6can be obtained and the
process repeated. Convergence is rapid and the second ap-
proximation wiII usually be sticiently accurate.

The m&mum mdue that X,,. can have is the value that
corresponds to sonic flow at the rotor exit, that is,

@’J-=[(#-(*)m
and if the value of J& from equation (20) is greater than
this maximum, the vahes origimdly assumed for PJPZ, and
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U/& must have been in&niesable. For each value of
U/~8~#, a mhim~lm value efits for P3!P8,8.

If the rotor is not choked, the static pressure in the an-
mdus following tho rotor p6 is equal to the st at.ic pressure
at the rotor throat PS. When the rotcm is choked, pa can be
less than PS and consequently pJPo,, can be less than pJPs,,.
In this case a value can be assumed for p6/P6,,and b@can
be obtained from figure 2. This procedure can be summa-
rized as fo~ows: For the subcritical case,

+H%rl’
%_~

P;–P6,r
and

b8=b6

For the supercritical case,

and

The velocity
given by

‘b=kf-(a%l’
_PO_<Ps
P&r-~,

b,> bc

leaving the rotor with respect to the rotor is

T&-Jw[’-(P%}+]’ ,,,)

inasmuch as T8,?= TS,T.
The jet deflection at the rotor outM .u8k obtained from

figure 3 for pfl/P8,8. The angle at which the fluid leaves the
rotor is then

Uf= a —PO

From figure 5 the absolute velocity downstream

or
V6,8=~76,rsin aJcot’ u,+ (1–ro)z]~

where
u/~G

‘0= (v,,r/,@J sin (rf

The absolute exit angle e can be obtained from

or
tan e=tan af (l—r,)

(22)

of the

(23)

(24)

(25)

The total temperature downstream of the rotor can be ob-
tained by using equation (4) to give

(7– 1) V6,?
Te,s=&l- ~7gR

and
(~– ~)V6,:

Ta,,= Tti,~=te+ ~7gR

Theu from equations (23) and (24)

(’Y–1) (--U-X%X-2)’26)~=~–2wRT0 6

Because the tangeutid component of the vdocity lmving
the rotor is not generally converLwl into umful thrust, the
total pressure downstream should be calculated from tho
axial component of the exit velocity; that. is,

or, because

‘={’5!s!i&’27)
performance parameters,—The fluid velocity, tlm pres-

sure, and the temperature at any poiuL in tho turbine arc
now known. The turbine performance can bo ovaluatcd by
combining these quantities to form the following paramet crs:

The ratio of total temperatures can LIorewritten as

2=(%)(%)
or, with equations (20) and (18) as

T6,
Tl,,-=[ ‘-2%iwk)rmk)l

[ 7-’(u)’(%91%m! ~
Substitution for TJT3,, from equaLiou (18) finally gives

Te,s_ y—l U z 2–ri 2–r.
(–)(——~–2- ,~Tl,a ~-+~

)
(28)

The other performance parametms can be ohtaincd as fed-

(30)
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P&, ‘
( .)

.-11- .7-%)”’(+)
hp=~RTls

*=
“0’ (’-%)% ‘3’),~a,. (’Y-0550

SUMMARY OF JIETHOD

Use of the method and of the results that can be obtained
is e..empIified by calculating the performance for the turbine
of a commercial aircraft .gae-turbine engine and by compar-
ing the calculated with the experimental performance.

A summary of the method is as follows:

2 and Vafrom figure 3.

(e) Find 62from &we 2.

k)

(h)

(i)

(j)

(M

(1)

(19)

(p) Find pJPt,r km iigure 6.

.25

I IJ
Rotio o

.sp3cVfic kute
.24

*
. /.33–”

$.23

k
e

f .22

y

!!
$.21
Q
t
K

.20

.19
.50 35 .60 .65 -m .75 Ao

Pr8eeure ratio, p/P

FIGI?EE6.—Vorktfon of pressum+afto fmnctlonwith ratb of s4aticto totsI pressme b t
VaIue5of lath of Sp?cmcIlaN9.

(q) Fmd & from figure 2 and check \\ith assumed 6,.

,%0

(r)

(s)

(t)

(u)

(v)

The performance parameters are:

(21)

(22)

(24)

(26)

(27)

(28)
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%=w%)(t)(%)
%=(%s)(%9

T,
1—e

w= -f-l.—
P’

(F)
1– “

1,3

(29)

(31)

The geometrical properties of the turbine analyzed are:

AZ=0.852square foot a= 62°

As= 1.26 squ~e feet fl=24°
D= 1.833 feet U=470

The values of C, K, and ~ for this example are assumed
as follows:

0=0.98
K=O.30
7,=1,33
7,=1.34

S+ofo#- au’t/etj I

660 .sfafia - to fofd-- 1
pressure ratio Ro W

P; f;n choked

1
620 -

/
; :580

,

580
,

/ /
,,

,
,

\

%640 f
‘a / ,

/ / i 540

s ,1
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j
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1b t

300 / / 1
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11

/ ir ,
260

,

..P16 .220 .2t4 .228 .2.52 .236 .240 .244
RotorL throat press ure-m fio funofr’on, X8,=

FIGURE7.—Deterdnation of rotwspsd parameter forwhich rotor.clroklngvaluse occurat
s4voralvalussof ratio of static to total preamrreat ~StOrd W TtsrblnsOftypkd QP%

: K,O.?I;C,O.fW

Sample calculations are given in table 1.

For step (r), finding the value of ~/1~, for which

PS/p5,r=0.537 ~ nece~lT, that is, for which the rotor is
choked and X&,=0.241. This value can bc found mosL sim-
ply by plotting .&r against U/l@~ (fig. 7) and finding the

value of. U/& that corresponds to .S5,,=0.241.
Because the final dependent parameters are to bc oblnined

as functions of Pi,,/p@for constant U/~~, having tho chok-

ing values of U/~~S correspond to the init itilly chosen

values of U/l~ is desirable. This corrcs~onclince cnn” IM

accomplished by plotting tho choking values of U/~~t
against pJP3,, (fig. 8)and finding the wducs of yJP8,, llw
correspond to the desired values of Z~/%~.
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FIGURE8.–VdleS Ofratioofstatk!totdalpmssuroatstatoroutkt and rotor-spcsdpmrnctor
that wrrsspond to rotcr choking. Turblnoof wphal suamph; h-,03;C,OM.

From-figure 8, the rotor-choking vducs of TJFa,, that

correspond ta vahws of U/~ of 455 and 638 are 0.5245
and 0.5650,respectively. Tlm performmcc cnlculationa for
these values of pJPa,, am summarized in taldc H.

The performance curves of figuro 9 arc ploLtecl from the
calculated values.

DISCUSSION OF PERFORMANCE CURVES

TRENDS OF CALCULATEDPE~FOItMANCE

Choking of the turbine, in either the stator or the rotor, ia
one of the most important fftctom ftffecting turbine pur-
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fcmmance. The conditions for stator find rotor cho~~ are
obtained from table II for the turbine of the typical example
and are given in figure 10. The turbine pressure ratio at
which the stator chokes increases with increasing rotor-speed
parameter, whereas the pressure ratio for rotor choking is
almost independent of the speed parameter. For values of
the rotor-speed parameter greater than 525, the stator
cannot choke because choking has heady occurred in the
rotor.

Another important consideration is the variation of idet
rmd outlet ~elocity ratios. These ratios detemnine the rotor
entry- and e.xit-whid Iosses and affect mainly the adiabatic
efficiency. When the fluid enters the rotor at the blad*

.m
I I t I I
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entrance angle, the inlet velocity ratio from equation (17) is

tan 24°
ri= 1——=0.763tan 62°

For axial ouflet velocity (that is, no -d@, the outlet
w40city ratio re is equal to 1.00. As shown in figure 11, the
speed parameter and pressure ratio for which both of these
conditions are satisfied are 638 and 2.55, respectively.

The variation of the temperature-ratio parameter with tur-
bine pressure ratio is shown in@ure 9 (a). The temperature-
ratio parameter is directly proportiord to the change of
the whirl component of the fluid as it passes through the .
rotor. For turbine pressure ratios less than the pressure
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FIGURE 10.—Condltlonafor turbine choking in turbine of tyPM examPle. K 0.3; C, MEL

ratio for rotor choking (fig. 10), both the erdering and
leaving whirl component increase with pressure ratio. For
turbine pressure ratios greater than the rotor-choking pres-
sure ratio, however, the entering whirl component is constant
and, because of the jet deflection, the leaving whirl com-
ponent is maintained almost constant even though the exit
velocity increases with increasing pressure ratio. Hence for
any given rotor-speed parameter, the temperature-ratio
parameter increases with increasing turbine pressure ratio
until the rotor chokes. At pressurti ratios higher than
choking, the temperature-ratio parameter remains relatively
constant.

The total-pressure ratio (fig. 9 (b)) is a function mainly of
the turbine pressure ratio, the rotor-speed parameter having
a very small effect. It should be remembered that for this
analysis the downstream total pressure PO,, has bee-n ob-
tained from the axial component on the downstream velocity
rather than the total downstream velocity.

Thti adiabatic efficiency given in figure 9 (c) is aIso de
pendent on the definition of downstream total pressure.
The greatest ficiency is obtained for a speed parameter of
638 and a pressure ratio of approximately 2.55, which is in
accordance with the previous discussion of the effect of the
velocity ratios on adiabatic efficicmcy.

The weight-flow parameter (fig. 9 (d)) increases with tur-
bine pressure ratio untiI the turbine chokes, and then re-
mains constant. For the two highest speed parameters (638
and 546), the weight flow is Iimited by rot.m choking, whereas
for lower speed parametm the weig~~ flow is Iimited by
stator choking. The greatest weight flow is sli@tly less for
rotor-choking speed parameters than for stator-choking
speed parameters.

The variation of the horsepower parameter is shown in
figure 9 (e). The horsepower parameter is proportional to
the product of the temperature-ratio parameter and the
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weight-flow parameter, both of which incrmse with t urbim’
pressure. ratio for pressure ratios 1= than 2. For pressure
ratios between 2 and 3, tho tempwaturc-ratio pmamcter
continues to increase but tlm weight-fiow parumclcr is
almost constant so that the horsepower parametm continues
to increase, though not so rapidly as for pressure ratios II-W
than 2. For presure ratios greater thun 3, the wcigh[-fiow
parameter is constant, the temprmture-ratio pmfimcter is
almost constant, and the horsepower paramct.er is almost
constant=

The effect of the choice of the Mwling-loss parnmctcr on
the dependent parameters is shown in figure ]2, The elrccL
can be seen to consist mainly of a vcrtictd shifting of tho
curves, msch curve retaining its gwmral shape indepwldcntly
of the blading-loss parameter. For a given turbine prcssurt
ratio, increasing the Mading-loss pmamcter by 0,1 results
in an increase in the total-pressure ratio of Rpproximatdy
0.5 percent and a clecrease in the twnperaturc-rat io parmnck’r
and the adiabatic efficiency of approximfl My 2.0 pwwnt.

COMPARISONWITH EXPERIMENTALRESULTS

~ The turbine of the typical wxunple has bccnkpcrritcd at
the NACA Lewis laboratory as a part of a gas-turbilw engine
and the rwulting data have beeu used to obtain the t.urbinc
performance parametem. The variation of Mnpera turc-
rat.io parameter and adiabatic efficicnc.y with rotor-speed
parameter is presented in figure 13 for values of WC turbine
total-pressure ratio ranging from 1.71 to 2.34. Curves of
calculated performance are also presented for vnlucs of t IN!
blading-loss parameter of 0.3 and 0.5. In gencral, the
tempe.rature-ratio-parametm comparison indictitcs a Mtiding-
10SSparameter of about 0,3 &xcept at a pressure ratio of 2,34
where the bla.ding-loss parameter shows eomc incrcasc. ‘NM
trend of the efficiency comparison is toward a Mading-leas
parameter somewhat higher than 0.3,but in gcnmal lees
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than 0.5.The trend of a higher indicated bkding-loss
parameter on the basis of the efficiency comparison is prob-
ably due to the additiomd error invohred in the use of an
esperimentdly determined pressure ratio to calculate the
measured efficiency. The importance of additiomd in-resti-
gatiorw of conditions that influence the blading-loss param-
eter is cIearly evident inasmuch as the degree of agreement
between theory and experiment is contingent on the proper
choice of this parameter. For the turbine investigated, a
bIachng-Iossr partuneter of 0.5 would be s~htly higher than
the experiments indicate and the complete engine would
act ualIy perform somewhat better than would be predicted
by a theoretical-matching study.

SUMM~Rl_ OF RESULTS

From a theoretical investigation of the performance of the
turbine component- of a commercial aircraft gas-turbine
engine and a comparison of the performance calculated by
means of the analytical method and the experimental per-
formance, the following results are indicated:

1. For the turbine of the typical exampIe, the assumed
prassure losses and turning angles give a crdculat ed per-
formance that represents the trends of the eqerimental
performance with reasonable accuracy.
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2. The agreement between analytical performance and
experimental performance is contingent upon the proper
seIection of blading-loss parameter. The experimental data
indicate that for the turbine of the typicaI exampIe the
bladh@oss parameter ~aried from 0.3 to 0.5 for most of
the range inv@@ted.

3. The methods of anaIysis should be applicable to any
turbine viith reasonubIy men-designed blading, although the
same coefficient will not necessmdy apply. For turbines
with poor bIading design, the pressure Iowes and the turning
angges VW be difficult to ewduate and the trends, as well as
the magnitudes of the calculated performance, may be
incorrect.

LEVZS FLIGHT PROPULSION LABORATORY,

h7ATIONAL ADPISORY COMMITTEE FOR ~ERON.ImCS,

&EVEIMD, OHIO, ~mmher 29,lg@.



APPENDIX A

BLADE FRICTION LOSSES

The loss in totaI pressure due to friction effects that occur
when a fluid passes through a cascade depends on the design
of the particular cascade, on the ReynoIds number, and on the
average dynamic head in the cascade. For a particular caa-
cade, however, the efTect of a change in the ReynoIds number
caused by a change-in operqting conditions should be small
even for a reasonably wide range of operating conditions.
The loss can therefore be approximated by

()2(7’-1) ~ ; ~’pA~lw=
1’

(33)

where K is a constant for the particular cascade and $ pVz

isthe average dynamic head in the cascade.
From equations (5), (6), and (7),

_*p[,.($’]($y; ~v2–

The average dynamic head in the cascade of figure I is then
approximately

(34)
The pressure loss then becomes

AP,W=~h-p,

{ (’”’[ - ‘97+WF(JT=K P, ~) 1 (Pi

b=l+K(#j[l-(gjq

(35)

(36) .

The variation of the bIading-Ioss functions with [he ratio ‘
of static to total pressure for several values of hhding-Ioss
parameter is shown in @ure 2.

For the stator the entrance velocity is and; then

and equation

For the rotor,

a=l
(35) becomes

P,,.= P8,J8

equation (35) becomes

P4,,a4=P6,,b8

APPENDIX B

JET DEFLECTION

‘l%e expansion of a uniform two-dimensional frictionlem and (39), respectively, and ZIis obtained from cquatiou (37).
stream of gas flowing around a corner at sonic or supersonic Then Yis known as a function of -pf~. @cc fig. 3.)
speeds has been investigated by Prandtl and Nfeyer. The
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